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Abstract-Given a static traffic condition, the motivation of for logical topologic design problem in WDM networks have
logical topology design in IP over WDM networks is to optimize been proposed in our previous researches. In this paper, our
the network resource utilization and improve network research motivation is to find a feasible meta-heuristic
performance. The objectives of the optimization can be to
minimize network congestion or to reduce packet delay in the algoriln
networks. The logical topology design for IP overWDM networks networks.
can be decomposed into several subproblems, some of those A tabu search (TS) method to resolve the logical topology
subproblems have been proven to be NP-hard problems, and design problem without wavelength conversion in the network
many heuristic algorithms have been proposed to find the near is proposed. We compare our new proposed TS algorithm with
optimal solutions. Our research effort has been put into the previous SA [1] approaches. Our motivation is to compare
investigation of different heuristic algorithms for the logical different meta-heuristics to find a feasible algorithm of logical
topology design problem. Using an indirect neighbour discovery
method to change the logical topology of the network, several topology design fornetwork operatorsto optimizethe network.
simulated annealing and genetic algorithms for logical topologic The rest parts of this paper are organized as follows: Section II
design problem in WDM networks have been proposed in our describes the logical topology design problem; Section III
previous researches. In this paper, a tabu search (TS) method to introduces simulated annealing (SA) algorithm; Section IV
resolve the logical topology design problem is proposed. Our describes the tabu search (TS) method; Section V shows the
motivation is to find a feasible meta-heuristic algorithm for logical simulation model and numerical result; Section VI presents
topology design in IP over WDM networks.
numerical results; Section VII concludes this paper.
Index Terms Meta-heuristic, WDM networks, Tabu search,
Simulated annealing, Logical topology design
II. LOGICAL TOPOLOGIC DESIGN PROBLEM
I. INTRODUCTION A.Network Model
The wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology Consider a N-node network with an arbitrary but connected
enables the optical network to provide huge capacity for the physical topology, in most of the cases there are main four
network traffic transportation. In the recent years, "All Optical limitations to design the logical topology: 1) The number of
Networks" with WDM has become a hot research area. Given tunable transmitters and receivers at each node is limited, that is
a static traffic condition, the motivation of logical topology to say the degree of the node is limited, P (where P<N) ports at
design in IP over WDM networks is to optimize the network each node. Each node can originate or terminate at most P
resource utilization and improve network performance. The lightpaths; 2) The number of wavelength on each fibre is also
objectives of the optimization are to minimize the network limited, say, W wavelengths on each fibre; 3) The wavelength
congestion or to reduce the packet delay in the network. The can not be used by different lightpaths on the same fibre; 4)
logical topology for IP over WDM networks can be Without the wavelength converter the lightpath has to use the
decomposed into several subproblems, some of those same wavelength along the path. The last two limitations are
subproblems are proven to be NP-hard problems, and many constraints on the routing and wavelength assignment problem.
heuristic algorithms have been proposed to find the near
optimal solutions. Our research effort has been put into the B. Objectives
investigation of different heuristic algorithms for the logical Given the physical network topology and traffic flows
topology design problem. Using an indirect neighbour information between end nodes, optimal logical topology
discovery method to change the topology of the network, design yields a better topology from the viewpoint of IP layer
several simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithms (GA) that reduces the traffic load on the electronic routers. Most of
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studies attempt to create a logical topology with minimum wide indirect neighbour discovery (WIND) and Xswap WIND
network congestion )max. This paper also focuses on the methods have been proposed, due to the space limitation, for
network congestion optimization. further details, the reader is referred to [1], [6] and the
references therein.
m,ax = max E sd) V(i,j (1) A.Node Pair List and Logical Topology
sd For a given physical network topology Gp=(V, E), V is the
Here,notation (sd) referstothetrafficontheligh complete set of the nodes in Gp, E is the edge set. The logicalHere notation k..Sd refers to the traffic on the lightpath..
.. '.. . . . topology design here is to create lightpath between the
originating from node i and terminating at node j, where the source-destination node pair to form the logical topology undertraffic flow starts from the source node S to the destination node a iven constrains. Given a source-destination node pair list
D. im,a, refers to the load on the most congested logical link. .there are totally Melements in the list for all possible node pairs,
C. Logical Topologic Design Subproblems (Si, Di) is a source-destination node pair, i (1< i < Al) is the
The full logical topology design problem can be index of the element in the list Q. A node pair list sample is
approximately decomposed into four subproblems: 1) shown in Figure 1.
Topology design subproblem is to design a logical topology; 2)
Lightpath routing subproblem means to find a route from m n
source to destination in physical networks for each lightpath
corresponding to each logical link; 3) Wavelength assignment S 9 6 3 7 6 3
subproblem is to assign wavelength to each lightpath along the D 2 8 ... 9 8 3 ... 2
route found in subproblem 2; 4) Traffic routing subproblem is
to route IP traffic on the logical topology.
Normally, the logical topology design problem is usually Fig. 1 Source-destination node pair list.
formulated as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming [2]-[4], but
an exact formulation of this problem quickly grows intractable For a given node pair list Q, to construct a logical topology,
with increasing size of the networks. In fact, this problem and lightpaths are created one by one according to the order of the
some of its subproblems are known to be NP-hard [3], [4], and node pair list under the logical degree and wavelength
[5]. Thus for large size networks, it is not practical to attempt to constrains. By preparing the node pair list in certain order
solve this problem exactly. So the feasible heuristic is very related to traffic conditions, traffic conditions can be taken into
important especially for large size networks. There are various account to generate a new logical topology. In this indirect
studies proposing heuristic methods for arbitrary logical neighbour discovery method, a node pair list represents a
topologies design [5], [7]. And simulated annealing method, as logical topology; to change the order of the node pair list is
meta-heuristic methods was also proposed to design logical possible to generate a new logical topology. The key point in
topology in IP over WDM networks [3]. The previous studies the indirect neighbour discovery approach is the way to change
focus on using SA to find the solution combined with a new the order of the node pair element in list Q. Some of the
indirect neighbourhood discovery to find the near optimal schemes have been proposed to change the order of the node
solution [1], [6]. It is based on a partial exploration ofthe space pair elements in list Q. Node pairs can be randomly selected to
of admissible solutions using swap node pair list approach, swap within whole node pair list, this is called wide indirect
finalized to a good solution. For the new swap node pair list neighbour discovery (WIND). As for big change or small
approach proposed, our previous studies are focusing on the change, to do multiple node pair swap operations in one step is
possible schemes to swap the node pairs in the node pair list. call Xswap WIND, the Xswap has been found better than
Both of wide indirect neighbourhood discovery (WIND) and WIND in the design [1].
Xswap WIND methods had been proposed [6]. But for there is B.Initial Solutions
no search memory in the SA algorithm, so it can not be avoided
toreii th spc whc ha.enepoe npeiu In general, the SA search starts from a randomly generated
searhevis, tespadres thichhasproblem,nthis explresearchvubus logical topology. An efficient initial solution has been
searcheapproactoaddrecsthisprordle suthios whiearch hhe tabe proposed in the previous study [6]. For an efficient initialsearch approach to record the solutions whi h av been loiatplgyth hersclgcltplgydin
explored in before to avoid cycling search. alogical topology the heuristic logical topology designalgorithm (HLDA) is modified, which prepares a
source-destination node pair list Q, and arranges the list Q in
III. SIMULATED ANNEALING descending order of a certain metric qy at the first step, then
creates the logical links. The sorting metric of the
The SA is one ofthe best-known meta-heuristics. It is based source-destination node pair list is shown as follows:
on a partial exploration of the space of admissible solutions, =>(-)xhi(2
finalized to a good solution. Several SA methods were q ') 2
proposed for designing logical topology in IP over WDM %i=>(i) (3)
optical networks in the previous studies [1], [6] . In [1], the
q h (4) specified operation on x, the operation is called a move, the
(iq) ij ~~~~~~~~~solutionx ( x EE S ) used to generate the neighbourhoodwhere i and h denote the traffic amount and the number of
physical hops from source node ito destination nodej. Here for T(x) is call current solution. Each element in the
each design, the best heuristic among these three algorithms is neighbourhood is the candidate for the next current solution.
chosen as the initial solution. During the search, an FIFO limited list is built to keep track of
the solutions which had been searched in before, this list is
C. Logical Topology Construction Procedures andlIP called Tabu list, the length ofthe list is the size ofthe tabu list,
Traffic Routing the tabu list is used to avoid cycling search [9], [10], and [11].
The logical topology construction including wavelength This research employs the indirect neighbourhood discovery
routing and the assignment algorithm are given below: method to generate the neighbourhood, the move to generate
neighbourhood is defined as the Xswap WIND. The tabu list
Step 1: Select the source destination pair (imax,jmax) that qimaxjmax stores the summary information of solutions which have been
=max ij(qy); if all source-destination pairs with non-zero searched in before.
traffic have been tried, then go to step3;
Step2: If node imax and jmax are of fewer degree than P (degree B. Tabu Search Algorilthm
limitation at each node) then The TS algorithm involves the following steps:
Find lowest available wavelength on the Stepl:Initialize the tabu search list, the best move, and other
pre-computed minimum physical hop path relative parameters;
between imax and jmax in physical topology. (If Step2: Select an initial solution on the physical topology. The
there is more than one shortest path, scan them modified heuristic logical topology design algorithm
sequentially search the least load path) (HLDA) is employed to get the initial solution [1];
If wavelength is available then Step3: Then implement the Xswap WIND in [1] to generate a
Create lightpath and the logical link new neighbourhood on the current solution, which is the
between node imax and jmax in logical set of the new solutions. Ensure that the solutions are
topology GC; not in the tabu list, and then update the tabu list;
gimaxjmax=l; qimaxjmax =0; go to step 1; Step4: Calculate fitness value for the individuals in the new
Else neighbourhood, and select the best solution in the
gimaxjmax=O; qimaxjmax =O; go to step 1; neighbourhood as the next current solution. If the
Else selected solution is better than the best solution until
g -maxjmax=0; qimaxjmax =0; go to step 1; now, then update the best solution;
Step3: If we do not yet have PN logical link, place as many Step5: If the stop condition is not meet, then go back to Step2,
remaining logical links as possible randomly so that otherwise end the search.
degree constraints are not violated and a wavelength can C. The Tabu List
be found on the shortest path for the logical link.
Otherwise end the algorithm. This research employs Xswap WIND neighbourhood
discovery to generate the neighbourhood for tabu search
Regarding the IP traffic routing subproblem, for simplicity, algorithm. In Xswap WIND approach, rather than to change
after creating logical topology, shortest-path-first (SPF) routing one node pair only, this approach tries to change a group of
is used to route IP traffic on the logical topology. Then, the node pair in the list in one operation, X means the operation
network maximum congestion in the logical topology is contains XWIND swaps. The problem in the Xswap WIND is
calculated. that it can not avoid revisiting the space which has been
explored before, for there is no search memory to record which
IV. TABU SEARCH directions have been tried before. The tabu list tries to record
some clues of the solutions which have been explored in the
A. Tabu Search Introduction previous explorations.
The approach presented here uses the tabu search (TS) The tabu list is a fixed size FIFO list TB, the list is shown in
meta-heuristic. Tabu search is one of the well-known Figure 2, the length of the list is L, Ti (1< i < L) is an element in
meta-heuristics used to solve the hard combinatorial TB. Each element represents a clue that some pattern of the
solutions which have been searched in before. For the list is an
optimizatidon aparob alems lorwhich o ofirthprpaeosed db Gloe [ FIFO list, so after a pattern of solution has been search in one
Itibaed1o-a4artileplortioof theAspae time, and then it will not be revisited for the length of the tabusolutions, finalized to a good solution. For a given problem A, list.
and the objective functionf(x), x0 is the initial solution, S is the Th lmn ,i h auls T a edfndi ifrn
solution space, x is a solution in the solution space (x E S), the aprahs h ipetwyistend-ae au(B)
objective of the tabu search is to search the solution space S the nodes which have been selected during the operation are
from the initial solution x0 to try to find the optimal or inserted into theTB as a T. Anotherway is tousethe node pair
near-optimal solution XF. For any given solution x (x E S5), (Se, D1) as the tabu element in the tabu list, the node pairs which
neighbourhood rz(x) is a set of solutions obtained by a have been selected is inserted into the tabu list, this approach is
called node pair based tabu (NPBT). Both ofNBT and NPBT n
tabu are focusing on the nodes in the physical topology, the Tx= k X (S + Dx) < m < n <M (5)
swap operation itself can be used as the tabu information. In k=m
WIND or Xswap WIND, the basic operation is to select two where Sx and D1 denote the kth source destination node pair
indices in the node pair list Q and swap the two node pairs in i n
the selected index, the indices which have been used in the in the tabulist isojut th sma information of ahe
operation wilb.netdit element in the tabu list iS JUSt the summary information of aspecific sorted node pair list which represents a solution. In
this way, the algorithm tries to record the solutions which have
TI 12 T, T'1 TL 1been visited. This algorithm employs only a part of the nodeI 1 IT2 *.I T1 IT1+1 I I TL I pair list as the tabu information, even for the selected part, the
list has been summarized. So the possibility to find a new and
Fig.2 Tabu list. better solution is increased. The parameters m and n should be
the tabu list as one tabu element, this approach is called node adjusted to the most sensitive part of the list, according to the
pair index based tabu(NIBT). As for the Xswap WIND, the previous discussion, it is better to put them in the middle belt of
operation itself is uncertain, one operation consists of X-step the node pair list.
WIND operations, so NBT, NPBT and NIBT can not track the
searched information well for the Xswap. A better way is to
treat the whole node pair list as a tabu; it is called node pair list V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
based tabu (NLBT). In this section, a case study on 11-node network topology as
D. The Proposed Tabu List Scheme shown in Figure 3, is presented. We give the numerical results
using randomly generated traffic patterns (but not the actual orIn the NLBT, the node pair list is treated as the tabu abolt vau othtrfi)whunomdsrbto.
information. Considering one N-node network, the degree abouevlefthtrfi)whunomdsrbto.infrmtin.Conidrig n newor, d re The parameters of the SA are set: the major parameters are
constrain is P, if the wavelength is not considered, there are iTi tprature SA cooling parameter s.ar
(P xN)/2 lightpaths can be created over the physical network. maximum ratane countercool0, mamu ieration
In the indirect neighbourhood discovery approach, the size of counterP1atr( theidefi itierac
the node pair list is (PxN)/2. When the size of the network .parameter, please see [1]). The size of the neighbourhood isincreases,lthe sizesof thetnodeaparilistmisiratherebig.eIfothenwhol 200 for tabu search; the tabu list length is 50, the m, n are tunednode pair list is used as the tabu information to 20, 40 separately. Each computation is 5000 iterations and
the tabu list should be very larger, and the tabu verification reetd3' ie.Tesltos r olce n h eut
process has great impact on the performance of the whole are shown in Table 1. Each computation iS performed on an
search, besides this, the tabu search does not try to remember Ine Pentiu 4 2.G hLinux-ased PC temeory is 51
one searched solution only but to remember a direction whichn MB
have been searched in before. So in this study, the summary
information of the node pair list is treated as the tabu
information for the Xswap WIND based logical topology
design.
The previous studies show that the positions of node pairs in
both head and tail ofthe list are not necessary to be changed, for
the lightpaths are created one by one according to the order of
the node pair element in the list, the node pairs in the head of
the list have more priority to be allocated resources, but the
node pairs in the tail in most of the time can not be allocated
with resources. This means that the middle part of the list has
more contribution to the network congestion optimization. The
way of creating lightpaths with limited resource for node pairs Fig.3 11-Node network topology.
in the middle of list affects the final network performance of
logical topology, so it is better to limit the search space in the TABLE 1 CONGESTION COMPARISONS FOR 11-NODE NETWORK
middle of the list. According to this idea, the design of the Approaches P Average Max Min Time(s)
element in the tabu list tries to record some summary WIND SA 4 1871.2 2061 1815 95
information of solutions which has the close pattern in the Xswap SA 4 1846.0 2031 1799 92
middle of the list. This research tries to find a scheme to storeTS 4 12. 181 70 17
the node pair list patterns which have been visited in theTS 4 12. 181 70 17
previous searches. WINDSA 6 1322.0 1389 1104 111
For a solution x, the following information are treated as the Xswap SA 6 1253 1357 1139 113
tabu information of the solution. TS 6 1226.2 1364 1129 126
WINDSA 8 1019.6 1037 975 125
Xswap SA 8 989.6 1020 779 124 __
TS 8 964.9 1027 773 138 .° 1050
Table 1 shows the results of 11-node network case. The ,a)~~~~~~~Ssolutions found by different approaches, WIND SA, Xswap SA,
0and TS, respectively are compared. The logical degree is set to u
P in {4, 6, 8} and W=100. The results show that among these E\ Xswap
three approaches, TS outperforms other two methods on the i 1 00
average performance denoted by "Average", the best solution X<
denoted by "Min" and the worst solution denoted by "Max" in r=
the table, the average computation time denoted by "Time". TS
0
,,950_
VI. DISCUSSION
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
There is no search memory in the SA algorithm, so it can not Number of iterations
be avoided to revisit the space which has been explored in
previous searches, to address this problem the tabu search Fig.6 Congestion comparison for degree P=8.
approach records the solutions which have been explored
before to avoid cycling search. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the VII. CONCLUSIONS
change of congestion in an average computation cycle. In A meta-heuristic tabu search method is proposed to design
Figures 4, 5, and 6, tabu search method has a good result at the logical topology in IP over WDM networks. The tabu search
end of the computation, the reason is that the tabu search algorithm uses the memory mechanism to record some clues for
method has the search memory to remember the explore space, the solution search. The results show that the proposed tabu
so compare with other methods, it can enlarge the search space, search method has better performance than the conventional
and get a good result finally. methods for the IP overWDM network logical topology design
problem.
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